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Curriculum Revision Committee Releases Report
Recommendations Include 'Core Sequences, * Free Term
*One course credit for teaching
The report cites Alfred N. the physical education requirein the Trinity Seminar Program. Whitehead's justification for a un- ment, but rather cut the time involved in half.
•Freshman Seminars and a new iversity:
system of advising.
The required four quarters may
"The justification for a univer•Credit for student taught and sity is that it preserves the con- be spread out over a three year
designed courses.
nection between knowledge and the period, as outlined In the report.
The report reveals that the Com- zest of life, by uniting the young
"The report says that the committee has found faculty, students and the old in the imaginative con- mittee is "assured that physical
and alumni disastified with the pre- sideration of learning."
education can be important aspect
sent Basic Requirements because
The Committee says its cur- of the student's college exthey are "too rigid," and attract riculum will have been a success perience."
too little student enthusiasm. The "if it so much as opens the door
The committee maintains that it
"core sequences" which are being to the kind of experimentation that has approached the physical eduproposed in place of the require- will bring a better intellectual cation program "with the same
ments allow a student to choose, and social order,"
criteria which we have applied to
in consultation with his adviser,
The Committee did not abolish the rest of the curriculum."
any three courses in the three
divisions. the distribution
requirement, as it is1 also called,
does not hold in the area of a
student's major.
The report further asks that a
Committee be set up to help better coordinate courses for the
Dr. Robert A. Battis, chairman of the Curriculum Revision Committee. cl"-.ribution requirement so that
by Jeff Bahrenburg
they have "something to do with
(For complete coverage of the sequences" which will require the each other."
President
of the College year the Senate decide how much
Curriculum Committee's major student to take three courses each
It suggests such possible com- Theodore D. Lockwood attended money would be needed to cover
recommendations turn to pages 5 in Natural Sciences, Social Sci- binations as Physics-Philosophy the Senate meeting Sunday night to activities they wish to plan for in
of
Science-Astronomy and suggest that the present general the coming year. This would inand 6. Details of the open ences, and Humanities.
troduce "greater flexibility and
fee be set up so that the Senate
*A new calendar providing "open P scyhology-Religion.
semester, core sequences, and periods"
of one week approximA benefit of the emphasis on would administer directly to the easier identification -with the
independent study programs may ately every five weeks.
survey courses which coyer large students the activities fee for each amount of money available for
year. Lockwood stated, "I would the activities," he added. Lockwood
be found there.)
*An "open semester" for all portions of material lightly.
Central to thecommittee'sargu- very much like to get rid of this stated that this system would
Culminating two- years of re- students during which four course
search and deliberations, the spe- credits will be granted independent ment for the freshman seminars, general fee which is not under- clearly define how many dollars
cial student-faculty committee on study, research, or projects in independent study programs, in- stood at all," According to Lock- each one is contributing and also
terdepartmental majors, and the wood, the present system is "ra- give the Senate a chance to adjust
CurriciCar Revision will release the United States or abroad.
vague, to prospective funds as seen fit. The fee would
its comprehensive 60-page report
*The establishment of a De- opan semester is the belief that ther
learning must be "intrinsically students, new students, and even then be made a "separate identito the College Commuii'.ty tMs partment of Sociology.
afternoon. The 23 specific recom*Three new interdepartmental satisfying." This argument must many of the upperclassmen in that fied item" apart from the tuition,
mendations in the report include: major
programs,
American be evident at every temporal stage it "makes obscure" what monies he noted.
When questioned by Senator Ro•Replacing the present basic re- Studies, non-Western Studies, and of a student's career, and at every the Senate administers.
Lockwood suggested that each bert A. Rethy '69 if anyfeethatthe
quirements with a system of "core Urban and Environmental studies. level of a student's competence."
Senate decided was a good fee would
be acceded to by the administration, Lockwood replied, "Yes, this
is your responsibility." "How you
handle these funds with respect to
the rest of the student body is
your problem" he added.
The President stated that since
insurance is compulsory for the
students, the College wouldassume
the payment as part of the tution.
• He also stressed that athletic expenses should be covered by the
tuition instead of being part of
the general fee.
by Pete WenU
and shot past goalie Bob Loeb for
Lockwood described the system
Leading scorer Alec Papadakis
the score and a 1-0 lead for the ,in the past as a "catch-all." Hesisparked Hartwick College to a 4-0
Wicks. It was Papadakis's ele- tant to increase the tutition every
victory over Trinity Sunday, eliventh tally of the season.
time, the College at some points
minating the Bantams from the
Playing with the wind in the historically, has jumped the genNCAA soccer playoffs.
second period, the Bantams began eral fee in order to take care of
Papadakis scored one goal and
to pressure Hartwick. Constant some expenses incurred annually
assissted on two others in the
Trinity assaults were repelled by before the biannual raise in tuisecond round playoff contest. Both
Castledine, and the Hartwick de- tion, he commented.
teams had drawn opening round
fense. Hartwick also had an ex- Rethy pointed out that the Senbyes. For the fourth time in five
cellent chance to score. Working ate would be given more power and
years, Trinity lost a second-round
on a fast break, they charged the
game.
Trinity goal. Goalie Loeb found
The game was originally schehimself isolated one-on-one with
duled to be played at Hartwick,
a Hartwick attacker. He came out
Additional Senate News,
but five inches of snow caused
of the cage, stopped the ball by slidSee Page 7
it to be transferred to Hartford
ing into it, and recovered it.
late Friday afternoon.
With about 16 minutes left in the
The victory for Hartwick enquarter, Trinity fullback Mike
abled them to move into the quar- Right-wing Chioo Roumain advances the ball in Sunday's NCAA soccer Beautyman was injured and r e terfinals of the tourney, where game against Hartwick. The Trinity offense never got rolling, however, placed by Robie Robson. The half certainly more freedom in the use
funds. The Senate would no long{Sample photo)
they will play Maryland. Trin- as they were shutout 4—0.
ended, however, with Trinity trail- of
er have to bargain with the
ity, meanwhile, ended its seaing 1-0.
treasurer for money.
attempt just high enough to go
into the Trin defense.
son with a 9-2 mark.
In the third period, Abi Haji made
Though there was no quorum at
About five minutes later, the over the goal.
Hartwick started the game with
first appearance in the line- the meeting, Senate President
Moments later, however, Hart- his
a strong wind at its back. They Bantams' first assault
up after missing several games due Leonard P. Mozzi suggested that
dominated the opening minutes of Their first real scoring threat wick scored the first goal of the to a leg injury. Haji's entrance
the proposal be given to the
game.
Castledine
stopped
a
shot
came
with
five
minutes
to
go
in
play, constantly attacking the Trinsparked Trinity for awhile, as they
ity goal. With about five, minutes the period. Pete Wiles drove the and punted the ball downfield. With began to attack. By this time, the budget committe, headed by Peter
gone by in the period, Hartwick's ball down the center of the field the wind, he kicked it over three- wind had diminished greatly. On H, Ehrenberg '69. The committee
Lenny Rinaldo had a direct kick and kicked an almost perfect shot quarters of the field, over the one play Haji made a great pass to will work out a proposal with
following a penalty. He passed it that appeared to be going in the heads of Trinity defensemen and Alan Gibbywho blasted the shot, but President Lockwood and bring it
to the next meeting of the Senacross the field to another Hart- top of the goal. The Hartwick the Hartwick attackers. Papadakis
ate.
wick player, who shot, but right goalie, Ken Castledine tipped the outraced Roger Richard to the ball
(Continued on page 8)
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Hartford Company
Shows 'Rose Tattoo
by Charles Shouse

In its second play of the current
season the Hartford Stage Company portrayed at least the casual
appearance of people agonizing
with lives of uncomplemented passion. THE HOSE TATTOO, performed by the company, began its
run with a preview for students
on November 21. Judging by the
standards
of previous performances by the company, Thursday's performance was incomplete
and disappointing. In what may
have been a form of opening night
discomfort, a gap was created between the state and the audience,
•who were reminded by by continuous mistakes on the part of the
lighting staff that the company was
not prepared to add the realism
demanded by the play.
The realism which Thursday's
performance lacked is necessary
to the success of a play which
deals with the strong emotions
from which THE ROSE TATTOO
derives its significance. With the
task of portraying earthy, emotional people in all stages of experience from depression to
hysteria, the main characters had
to communicate reality to their
audience or risk leaving the audience behind in confusion over the
motivations behind any particular
characterization in a scene. This
loss of credibility occurred early
In the play and was the dominant
deteriment to the entire production.
It is difficult to assign responsibility for the performance's loss
of its audience. Mistakes on the
part of the technical crew were
blatant and distrublng, but not to
the degree that they would have
ruined an otherwise cogent production, The loss of communication
was a failure on the part of several
of the characters to exhibit any
more realism in their characterizations than was externally necessary.
In her lead part as Serafina

Delle Rose, Vera Lockwood went
rigorously through the motions of
a newly-widowed Italian woman in
the Southeastern Gulf Coast of the
United States. In scenes which
demanded emotional anguish, excessive confusion, sexual desire,
or any one of a great many emotions, Miss Lockwood responded
with rarely varied renditions of
South-end Sicilian accent and gestures. By the middle of the second
act Miss Lockwood began to relax
in her role, but a series of confusing portrayals of her scheduled
emotions failed to build up enough
tension to be releasedbytheplay's
resolution.
—
The final act is intended to bring
Serafina's frustrations and doubt to
a fever-pitch from which she is
redeemed by making love to a
truck driver who has a beautiful
body exactly like her dead husband's. Due to her unrelentingly
passionate portrayal of Seraphina
up to that point, Miss Lockwood
shocked the audience with the
play's sudden switch to farce. The
change would have been in character once again, liad she played
Serafina in a mare believable
way with greater variety of movement and subtlety of manner.
As the truck driver, Manglacavallo, John Seitz added a touch of
realism f.o the performance. The
"grandson of the village idiot. . .
with a face of a clown" which Mr.
Seitz played was a much lighter
role than that ol Serafina, and
Mr. Seitz's entrance in the second
act allowed him to avoid the loss
of audience which nearly doomed
the characters In the first act.
His characterization was clear,
and he handled the farcical portions well, though his responses
seemed to be made to the characterization which Serafina might
have developed, rather than to the
one
which
Miss
Lockwood
presented.
A commendable performance

Vera Lockwood and Gwen Reed in Hartford Stage Company's production of "The Rose Tattoo.

was that of Tana Hicken, who's
characterization o! Rosa Delle
Rose amply fulfilled the utility
which her part demanded. AsSeraphina's budding daughter, Miss
Hickens allowed her part room to
move not only within the structure
of the play, but within the confusing structure of Thursday's performance. In the final act, Rosa
reveals her strong sexual drive
to her boyfriend, Jack Hunter,
played by Anthony Heald. Miss
Hickens stayed in character just
enough to relate a believable,
forceful expression of Rosa's desire for lovemaking.
Other characters in the play
succeeded individually in portraying their roles. Mary Ellen Ray
as Flora, and Susan Peretz as
Bessie accomplished what would
have been a brilliant sketch outside the context of the play. As
nearly caricaturish embodiments
of white, lower-class, Southern
pettiness, the two women flaunted
superbly the bad taste their parts
demanded throughout their scene.
The children which Williams's
plays often employ to add to the
(Continued on page 3)

Phi Beta 'Kappa to Host
Noted Music scholar
Otto Luening, distinguished
American composer and Columbia University Professor of Music will be the visiting Phi .Beta
Kappa Scholar at the College this
fall. His stay at the College on
Thursday December 12th and Friday, December 13th will be sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa, local
chapter, and the College's Department of the Arts.
Composer, conductor and flutist, Mr. Luening is co-director
of the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center. He was
chairman of the music department at Barnard College from
1944-1947, and since 1947 has been
Professor on the faculty of Philosophy at Columbia. Previously,
he was chairman of the music
department at Bennington College,
and had taught at the Universities
of Arizona and Rochester. He has
served as guest conductor and
advisor to numerous orchestra
and musical groups.

Jazz Band Shows Vitality and Variety in Concert
by Vaughn P.M. Keith

Jazz, improvised or not, is undeniably a field of music which
requires a high degree of musical
talent to sustain the intricate harmonies and counter-rhythms. The
New Collegiate Jazz Baad displayed such abilities the Friday before last in their brief yet powerful
appearance at the Campus Chest
Finale; and this last Friday they
underlined this talent. Their concert at the Austin Arts Center,

The New

with interludes of comedy supplied
by Dr. Brown's Cel-Ray, can only
be considered a great success.
The programme consisted of
twelve numbers, two of which were
executed by a small combo from
the band: John Coltrane's AFRO
BLUE and an original composition
by the band's leader, Steve Horenstein, entitled simply REVOLUTION. After a short introductory
piece, the band performed an
adapted version of the seasonal
carol. GOD REST YE MERRY

GENTLEMEN, followed by a seThe last portion of the prolection from Paul Home's Jazz gramme began with another short,
Mass
entitled COUNT YOUR introductory piece entitled SISTER
CHANGE, which featured a note- SADIE and then a song written by
worthy counter-balance of rhy- Oliver' Nelson, STOLEN MOthm;;. The next pieces were in MENTS, adapted by a member of
the blues vein: Ernie Wilkins' the band. Another blues selection
BLUER THAN BLUE and Col- followed, SOLID BLUE, composed
trane's AFRO BLUE. After the by Marshall Brown. Then for a
unveiling of Dr. Brown's Cel-Ray, change of pace and mood the band
the first half of the concert ended played a second Johnny Richards'
with a more light-hearted tune selection, an eerie tune with an
composed by Johnny Richards appropriate title, OUT OF THE
called MARCH OP THE CYCLOPS, MIST. After Steve's original song,
composed for the sextet, the band
wound up the concert with a moving
rendition of NIGHT IN TUNISIA
by Dizzy Giliespie. The subsequent
applause was such that the band
remained to play one short encore.
Indeed it would be difficult not
to enjoy a performance of such
able musicians as compose the New
Collegiate Jazz Band. For, during
the course of the evening almost
every member of the band was
called upon to play a solo, which
they did admirably well, as. well
as the coordinated harmony. Perhaps the most evident demonstration of the group's efficiency can
be seen in the variety of their
programme, from the traditional
familiarity of GOOREST YE MERRY GENTLEMEN to the weird
novelty of OUT OF THE MIST
of from the complex seriousness
of AFRO BLUE to the farcical
Simplicity of ROLL OUT THE
CEL-RAY. The audience was expectedly enthralled by each number, finding something in every
facet of the band's total makeup
to hold their attention time and
again. Thus, if the band ever did
Collegiate Jazz Band in concert last Friday evening.
make a mistake, the auditorium
at least did not notice It.

Mr. Luening served as president of the American Composers
Alliance from 1945-51 and was a
founder of the American Music
Center. He has composed 100
shorter pieces in various forms
and 100 extended works including
the opera Evangeline, two symphonic fantasies, and three string
quartets. A pioneer in electronic
music, his works include "Synthesis for Orchestra and Electronic Sound," "Day in the Country," for violin and tape recorder,
and "Gargoyles" for violin and
synthetic accompaniment, and a
Ballet
for
Humphrey-Limon,
"Theater Piece No. II" for voice,
instruments and electronic sound.
Few composers have exerted a
more potent influence on a succeeding generation than Otto Luening. While directing the course of
-countless new composers, he has
insisted, like few men in similar
positions, that they develop according to their own dictates and
predispositions rather than according to any predetermined plan
of process. To his colleagues, Otto
Leuning is one of the most selfless and devoted men in the entire
field of music. One could scarcely
enumerate the countless number
of projects directed to the advancement of music in our time that he
has shepherded.
In 1958, Luening was appointed
composer-in-residence at the
American Academy in Rome, While
there, he worked closely with the
Italian radio and subsequentlywith
the Swiss radio in Zurich. This
most recent period was a highly
productive one for Luening; he
completed twenty works during his
stay at the Academy.
Luening's strongest influences
in his musical development were
his distinguished teachers Phillip
Jarna.ch, Volkmar Andreae and
Ferruccio Busoni.
On Thursday, December 12, Mr.
Luening will visit classes and present a lecture entitled: "Electronic .
and Computer Music: Is it Here to
Stay?" at 8:15 in the Goodwin Theater of the Austin Arts Center. The
lecture is opened to the public
without charge.
On Friday December 13th, Mr.
Lening will hold office hours for
students and consult with faculty
and administration concerning
music in the liberal arts college.
At 3:30 in the afternoon, a group
of Connecticut High School teachsrs engaged in "Project Pep" —
the making of electronic music in
the schools — will hold their December meeting with Mr. Luening
and the College music faculty and
students at the Austin Arts Center.
Sponsor of this unique group of
music educators is Dr. Lloyd
Schmidt, Music Consultant for the
Department of Education of the
State of Connecticut.
During the remainder of his stay,
Mr. Luening will be entertained
by student and faculty groups of
the College.
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Turnbull, Biographer of F. Scott Fitzgerald,
, to Offer Courses Second Semester
by David Sarasohn

Andrew Turnbull, author of bestselling biographies of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Thomas Wolfe, will
bs a Visiting Professor of English next semester, it was
announced last week. Turnbull will
teach two seminar courses, one in
Fitzgerald, Wolfe, and Hemingway, and the other on "Mencken,
Edmund Wilson, and ReinholdNeibuhr.
In 1962, when Turnbull brought
out his first book, F. SCOTT FITZGERALD, Orville Prescott commented in the New York Times,
"Turnbull's book is intimate, personal, and deeply felt. Without
sacrificing any of the judicious
objectivity of a biographer, he is
painfully aware of his hero's
egregious follies and his lamentable failure. Mr. Turnbull has told
a beautiful and deeply moving
story."
The next year, Turnbull published Fitzgerald's letters, and in
February of this year his biography
of Wolfe. He has spent the past
year teaching at the University of
Bordeaux on a Fulbright Fellowship. It was there that President
of the College Theodore Lockwood,
who had taught with Turnbull at
M.I.T., wrote and offered him the
post of Visiting Professor. Previously, Turnbull had not taught in
eleven years, working full time on
the three books.
Turnbull sees strong connections between Hemingway, Fitzgerald and Wolfe. In an article
in the New York Times Book Review, he stated, "It seems worthwhile to consider Fitzgerald, Hemingway, and Wolfe conjointly as
public figures. . .because they
emerge from the lost world of the
twenties and thirties as a sort
of covey, emulous and even rivalrous, yet bound together throughout all their squabbles by an editor
named Max Perkins — our common
parent as Fitzgerald called Perkins in a letter to Wolfe. These
writers, who in their separate ways
combined artistic authority with
the glamour of great actors and
politicians, considered themselves
an elite."

". . .Where Fitzgerald morbidly
stands aside to probg and analyze
and speculate, Hemingway is a
healthy animal enjoying experiences which enter his subconscious
and become a part of hinij and are
distilled In fiction. . . "
". . .Fitzgerald came into the
postwar effervescence he christened the "Jazz Age" as an artist
seeking material, and got drawn
in as a participant. . ." "Whatever the explanation, one cannot
avoid the feeling that somewhere
along the line Hemingway ate his
publicity and became a travesty
of his former self. . ."
"For Wolfe, life was ruled, as
an artist's should be, not by satisfaction with past achievements; but
by a sense of how much more had
to be done. He lacked discipline,
it is true, but in the sense of living in and for his work and nothing
elsej he was more disciplined than
Hemingway or Fitzgerald."
Turnbull says that he originally
became interested in Fitzgerald
in 1932, where the writer moved
nearby. Turnbull, eleven at the
tims, became very friendly with
Fitzgerald, then 36. Critics have
commented that this gives the Fitzgerald biography a personal touch
lacking in THOMAS WOLFE.
The courses will be seminars,
meeting for three hours on successive afternoons. The novelists'
course will be limited to fifteen,
at least half English majors. The
social critics course will be limited to twelve or fifteen, and
according to Turnbull, he wants
students from all areas, including
the sciences. Turnbull will be back
at the College in December to
inverview students wishing to enroll.
Turnbull believes in "teaching
the man, and using the style where
it fits in." He feels this will be
particularly true in the social critics course. "Wilson is my kind
of critic. The whole perspective of
life is brought to bear upon the
subject. Both he and Mencken are
in the broad, journalistic, nonacademic tradition of critics."
"Mencken and Wilson are neoEnlightenment figures. Then

comes Neibuhr, and he rolls this
back. He's neo-Reformation, and
brings back original sin."
According to J. Bard McNulty,
Chairman of the English department, "Mr. Turnbull's courses will
be more biographical than is usual
in most English courses, not only
here but at any college. He
believes, in the words of the old
French cliche, that the style is the
man.
"Mr. Turnbull's approach to literary matters is not only authoritative — as evidenced b./ his books
on F. Scott Fitzgerald and Thomas
Wolfe — but imaginative — as evidenced by his proposed course on
Mencken, Wilson and Reinhold Neibuhr. You don't have to chat with
him ?ery long before you catch
his enthusiasm. We are very fortunate that he can be at Trinity
next term,"
Dr. Lockwood, who for a year
was in the same car pool as
Turnbull, wrote to him last year
in France. They had maintained
an uneven correspondence, and
Dr. Lockwood says, "I thought he
had reached apoint where he should
either start another book or return to teaching. He said he was
interested, and that we'd talk about
it when he returned to the United
States.
"He came down and talked about
the Fitzgerald-Hem.lngway-Wolfe
and we got to pondering about the
social critics of the period. The
courses will, in a sense, parallel
each other, with one working on
the creative artists of the time
and the other on the social critics.
"I think that in the course of his
work, he has developed a real
sensitivity to the problems of biography. A historian by training,
he's actually more a historian of
ideas. But his history stays with
him, and he tries to link it with
literature in his books."
Mr, Turnbull's history preparation came first at Princeton, where
he received his B.A. in 1942. After spending four years in the Navy,
he began work on his doctorate at
Harvard. His specialty was French
history, and he worked under Crane
Brinton. author of ANATOMY OF

Editor, Publisher of UH NEWS
Arrested on Obscenity Charges
The editor, publisher, and a staff
artist of the University of Hartford's UH NEWS were arrested by
state officials Friday on charges
of obscenity resulting from an editorial cartoon aimed at President Elect Richard M. Nixon.
At a trial early yesterday, the
trio was granted a two-week
continuance. They have each been
released on a $500 no-cash bond.
In a TRIPOD interview, Editor
John Hardy, a senior, explained
that the charges of "obscenity" and
"breach of peace, libel," could
mean a total penalty of $1500 or
3 years in jail. Laughing, he remarked that the second charge
meant that they had "called Nixon
a dirty name."
The 21-year old editor objected
to the arrest of Student Faculty
Association (SFA) President Benedict M. Holden IH and_.artist John
Zanzal. "It's not written anywhere," Hardy declared, "thatSFA
is the publisher of the paper." Referring to Zanzal, a freshman in
the University's art school, he
said, "I told Mm what to draw."
If the group is not found guilty,
Hardy commented, "We'll make
a poster out of the cartoon and
sell it. And earn the college back
all the money we lost." The appearaiice of the cartoon1 in the
November 13 issue of the NEWS
apparently lost the University a
number of donations.

'The offending cartoon (left) that appeared in the November 13 issue
of the UH NEWS/LIBERATED PRESS. It was followed in the next
issue with another cartoon, by the same artist, picturing Editor John S.
Hardy.
i

In an editorial in the issue following the publication of the cartoon, Hardy declared: "Everybody
says that the cartoon was in poor
taste — true. Everybody says
Hardy was irrational — not true.
Hardy knew what he was doing.
He also knew he was exposing
himself to criticism. This is his

job. But what does it say of a
campus that can only respond to
obscenity. What does it say of
the fact that no letters were received concerning how poor a
statement it was of Nixon? Does
anyone stop to think that the cartoon might have been put there
to make people respond?"

in THE NEW YORKER, where
REVOLUTION.
He took three years off during his articles on Fitzgerald prehis stuiles to go to Europe, and ceeded his books. Since then he
returned to finish his thesis in has published in HARPER'S, the
1954. He then taught at M.I.T. ATLANTIC MONTHLY, ESQUIRE,
for four years, leaving in 1958 and the NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
to begin his free-lance work. In REVIEW.
1965 he was a judge for the National Book Awards in history
His books are published by
and biography.
Scribner*s as were Fitzgerald's,
Turnbull's first publication was Hemingway's, and Wolfe's.

British Couple Plays
18th Century Music
by Dean Walter

Sunday was a day of divided
musical attentions in Hartford. The
excellent and greatly publicized
cellist Jacqueline DuPreappeared
with the Hartford Symphony Orchestra, while on campus Winifred
Roberts and Geraint Jones performed 18th century music for
violin and harpsichord as the second offering in the Trinity College Chamber Music Series.
Here, the afternoon began with
the Hansel Sonata in A, a substitute for the Corelli sonata on the
program. This opening selection
was unfortunately marred byteehnical mistakes. Particularly, Miss
Roberts seemed flat several times
on the large interval jumps so
common in music by Handel. However, at the end of the first movement, a Largo, Miss Roberts'
strengths — a fine tone and a restrained presentation — were
quickly apparent. Quite characteristic was the carefully measured
way her bow exactly completed a
downstroke in terminating a movement. The following Allegro was
neither crisp nor energetic. I detected a slight conflict between the
necessarily mechanical nature of
Mr. Jones' instrument and the
more expressive potential of the
violin.
The Bach Sonata in G was a
more sound technical presentation
and very interesting in form. Between two allegri in G, the middle
section shifts to G minor and includes a third allegro, a harpsichord solo. The interpretation
stressed the abstract nature of
Bach's music and compositional
interests. The approach was dry

and objective but well-reasoned
and beautifully balanced.
Each half of the concert was
terminated by a Mozart Sonata.
The first was particularly interesting for the conversational
interplay between instruments in
the Andante. The development
seemed more skeletal in the first
sonata, was easily followed,
with interesting sharp chords and
resolutions. These were presented
in a clear and concise manner
with no exaggeration. If people
would prefer harsh for clear in
that sentence, I would suggest,
as a possible reason, the harpsichord's percussion-like nature.
The second sonata, written four
years after the first, was more
fluid. The treatment was freer
than any that afternoon, quite fitting and pleasant.
The most interesting selection
to me was a Sonata in D toy Joseph Gibbs, an English composer,
one of a group younger than Handel. There was something about
the dignity of the work and its
fine meladic side that suited the
performers perfectly. The piano
and violin parts are harmonious
in spite of compositional complexity which, though involved, never
seems heavy. The final Aria Con
Variazione has . for a theme a
simple and sensitive air that was
very touching.
The performance was not rousing, it was provocative. I feel
sure that the music was presented
much in the spirit in which it was
written ~ with an accent on understatement and sophistication
rather than on sentimentality.

Hartford Stage Company...
(Continued from page 2)
Certainly the weight of the part
realism of squallor of a setting which
Lockwood took upon
ran into THE ROSE TATTOO at herself Vera
in
playing
was imodd moments, only to mechanically mense. A great Serafina
deal
of
practice
perform some playful, superfluous must have been necessary even
activity. Perhaps the children were
the degree of success In Thursfrightened at a first performance for
performance. THE ROSE
on the stage," but they seemed to day's
TATTOO may progress as the seahave been over-directed and -dis- son
does, and the characters beciplined.
come more fully involved in their
Though performances by certain parts, so that the play can com-*
individuals were obviously well municate its grit message to the
considered, their value to the audiences. This will not be accomplay was diminished by the failure plished without a great deal of
of the performance as a whole to technical and dramatic refinement
communicate the tension inherent on the part of the main characin Tennessee Williams'splot. THE ters as they attempt to communiROSE TAT00 demands realism cate the motions and the subtleties
from its characters. The resolu- of the people they portray.
tion of the play is a release for
Serafina and for herdaugher, Rosa,
from unbearable sexual tension and
degrading existence which they
Marion's
have endured as a result of
the death of Serafina's husband. The only intricacies in the
Luncheo nette
play are structures of conflicting
and frustrated emotions, whichthe
characters must communicate at
Over the Rocks
all times to the audience. If this
demand for convincing portrayal
is not met, the blessing which SeraGood Things to Eat
fina finally gives to Rosa's affair
with Jack, and Serafina's own re6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays
signation to a life with Mangiacavallo, on which the story hinges,
Open Sunday 9 - 2 p.m. 5 - 8 p.m.
come across with little or no force.
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LETTERS to the chairman
'an observation'

EDITORIAL SECTION
November 28,1968

To Turn Dull Very Fast
"Most of the students we get are bright and a good percentage are
very bright. But they can turn dull very fast."
-Report of the Committee on Curricular
Revisions, November 25, 1968

No longer an unspoken fear, the feeling that the College may be 50
per cent boredom and 49 per cent fraud, has been brought out in the
open today. This clearing of the air is necessary occasionally at any
educational institution, and for Trinity it is long overdue. The
curriculum now stands unmasked for what it is, and has been for several
years; outdated, anti-educational, and largely meaningless.Perhaps good
in its day, our worst suspicious about it have been confirmed and
sanctioned by the student-faculty Curricular Revision Committee.
Free of old hangups, the community is now ready to make
important decisions about where to go from here. We can look forward
to a few years of regained confidence in the validity of our educational
pursuit. The question now should be one of how long this unfamiliar
euphoria is likely to last, how long before the new curriculum will grow
old? How long before it will be said of this curriculum that it turns the
students dull vary fast?
Under the curriculum committee's recommendations it will be
possible for a student to take about a third of his courses on a pass-fail
basis. The opportunities for experimentation and independent study
have also been greatly enhanced. Have these opportunities been
enhanced enough? Has enough of an effort been made to remove the
anti-educational device of grades?

To ths Chairman:
There are those here on this
campus who despise the selfperpetuating blindness that afflicts
the ruling class in the United States
and who threaten us with imminent
co'lapse. Others defend America
and declare that the structure of
our country is sound and healthy.
I have no doubt that, structurally,
our country is extremely stable
(to the point of stagnation, perhaps)
and in no danger of collapse, but
it is also clear to me that our society is an indefensibly exclusive
and racist one.
The point then: it seems ironic
and morbidly amusing when these
two clash so bitterly and' with
so much self-importance, for they
do not regard a larger, somewhat
more important issue: the survival of mankind. It is quite possible that, undetected by us,
certain processes have bean set
in motion, processes that are i r reversible and perhaps cataclysmic. Perhaps the next 'temporary temperature inversion over
New York will not be so brief as
to cause 'only' 80 deaths and we
will be more unlucky than those
who were in that four day Thanksgiving siege in 1966. Perhaps industrial wastes have killed Lake
Erie beyond all hope of reviving
it; and -will this cause a chain
reaction which will affect watersheds, and rivers, and wildlife,
and human beings in the region?
Perhpas, too, with our reckless
and irresponsibly short-sighteduse of pesticides and vaccines, we
are building up the resistance of
insects and disease viruses t6
create SUPER-plagues! And perhaps the continual disposal of r e fuse into our oceans is laying a
miscrocopic film over water surface, thus reducingthe evaporation
rate and catastrophically affecting weather patterns. These are
all very real possibilities -- they
have all taken place in lesser proportions. Their dim.'.nutive size is
no barrier -- we possess an unlimited amount of ignorance,
apathy, and garbage.

part of masses of facts deceptively cloaked in scientific jargon that
puts the layman in awe and impresses even the diletante, and
then say that all new (or perhaps
they mean unorthodox) ideas are
preposterous because they have
not been discovered! Or, they have
never encountered something of
this magnitude in their lives, and
are presumptuous enough to judge
the continuity of the world, in
operation for an undeniably long
time, by the standards that they
have encountered in their own
mediocre and preposterously short
existences.
This is not a plea, or a demand,
or an announcement of the formation of some sort of Ad Hoc Com ••
mittee; it is an observation. Any
malice is merely the result of
honest and objective evaluation o.f
man's relation to the universe and
his effect on his own world.
Christopher S. Gray '72

'priorities'
To the Chairman:
I wish'to commend the Freshman Executive Council on their
recent choice of priorities. This
commendation comes in light of
the FEC's decision to establish a
committee to investigate the ruling
that Freshmen are not allowed to
have automobiles on campus during
the second semester. After all,
with such trivial matters as curriculum changes, judiciary procedures, the role of the Trustees
in the College, and the investigation of the role of the College in
local, national, and international
affairs, facing the College community, it was with a great deal
of insight that the FEC should
establish this Committee,
It is truly unthinkable to me that
a Trinity freshman should have to
go for an entire semester without his own personal mode of
transportation. l a m certainly glad
that the FEC has not yet deemed
it important to consider any of
the less pressing aspects of the
Trinity community, such as the
above mentioned. I urge the FEC
to continue their selection of priorities in the same manner as
that w2iich led them to the establishment of this committee.
A specific recommendation: I

think that the FEC should set up
a committee to investigate the
feasibility of letting the Class of
'72 have the top priority numbers
when it comes to choosing living
quarters for next year.
Peter W. Jessop '72

'expensive frivolity'
To the Chairman:
Daring the past two months I
have visited the Sterling, Wldener,
and Pierpont Morgan library collections. Without a doubt, the Trinity library has the most polished
floors of any collection that I have
ever seen.
Such is the result of the businesslike thrift of an institution
which is as interested in improving and decorating its real estate
as in improvingits academic facilities. Although the ideal is seldom
achievable, a dusty floor would
be niorecommondable than a waxed
one. It would indicate that money
was going into the correct channels, building up the book co'.lection of the nucleus of our liberal
arts college.
At a time when the idea of
coeducation seems to be gaining
popularity, let us remember that
while the most expensive frivolity of all, women, would add greatly
to the physical appearance of the
College, an academically oriented
plant would be more commendable
than a non-academically oriented
one.
McNeill Currer '69

20 Vassar
Girls Apply
To Program

With today the deadline at both
colleges for submitting applications, it- appears that about 20
Vassar women will participate in
the Trinity-Vassar Exchange Program. Professor of Psychology
Malcolm Wescott attributed the
Those who disagree here suffer
increased interest on the part of
from one of two mental blocks.
Vassar women in Trinity College
The new curriculum has sharpened the edge of non-major studies by Either they egocentrically look at
to
the efforts of students who drove
removing basic requirements. How long will it be before the curriculum the superficial 'conquest' of our
Trinity faculty and students to the
committee's arguments for dropping the basic requirements will have to science, consisting for the most
women's campus.
be used against the distribution requirements?
About 35 men have submitted
applications for the program. and
Registrar of the College, Gerald
How long before students begin again to turn dull very fast?
Marshall stated that Vassar would
accept several more men than the
number of womon it sends to
Trinity. He added that the Selection Committee that will study the
by Mike McVby
applications has not established
Cigarette vending machines will already been ordered, but there any special criteria for judging
not be replaced in Mather Hall is a standard wait of from three who will be allowed to attend
until the College canprovide"ade- to four weeks on such an order, Vassar.
quate protection" according to Del Shilkret explained in an interview
Although more Vassar women
Shilkret, Director of the Mather Friday.
had applied to Williams College
Student Center. Present plans call
The vending machine was ori- than to Trinity, revealed Marshall,
for erection of a protective cage ginally removed after five thefts the administration of Vassar had
CHAIRMAN
John P. Osier '70
before Christmas. The cage has occurred between August and Octo- decided to distribute the applicants
NEWS EDITORS
ber, making it unprofitable for the equally among the three men's
ARTS EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR Kenneth P. Winkler '71
J. Warren Kalbacker '71
David
W. Green '71
Vending company to maintain that schools participating in the exDavid Sarasohn '71
FIELD HOUSE
particular machine. The other change.
The third school is
• •SPORTS EDITOR CONTRIBUTING EDITORS BUSINESS MANAGER
vending machines have not been Colgate.
During
Thanksgiving
recess
the
Roy A. Wfc.itz '71
Steven Keeney '71
Thomas Zarchy '69
subjected to the same vandalizaAlan L. Marchlsotto '71
Field House will be open, for free
tion.
activity as follows:
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
ASSISTANT FEATURE EDITOR
" Shilkret continued that the proClosed Wednesday evening and
William J. Rqsser '71
Michael E. Trigg '71
PLACEMENT
minent hours of theft were late
all day Thursday mid Friday.
•CIRCULATION MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
at night or early in the morning
R.T. Thompson'71.
Alan M. Mendelson'69
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26
when few people are in the buildBasketball, volleyball, squash
STAFF
Career Conference-"Careers in
ing. It would be only during these
courts and pool will be open
Education-College
and
hours that the cage around the
Saturday and Sunday from 1:00
Secondary "--Wean Lounge 8:15
machines would be locked. The
to 4;00p.m.
Kilbaner '72, David S. Rosenthal '72, John F. Bahranburg '72, Peter to.
Student Center Director added that
Wheelwright '72, Robert J. Arced '72, Cornpton C. Maddux '"Z. lames G.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2
the bookstore and Mather Hall
S farting Monday, December 2,
Hartley '72, Vaughn P.M. Keith '72, Everett L. Minard '72, Roeco J. Wlaffel
Springfield Public Schools-Card
"72, Timothy K. Smith '72. Harry M. Fried '72, Hale L. Anderson '72,
were investigating the possibility
our regular winter schedule Will
Stephen R. Foley '72, Peter W. Devlne '71, Alexander S. MacDonald '72,
Room
of increasing the variety of proresume, i.e.:
Paul M. Sachner '72,' Michael R. Gtlboy '72, Alex W. Kennedy '71, Michael
Career Conference-"Careers in
ducts in the machines.
S. Sample '69, Gerald A. Hatch "69, Frederick B. Rose '70, DeWltt D.
Basketball, volleyball and
Business"-Wean Lounge 8:15
+j i ^A r* t~
squash-Monday
thru
Friday
The
Vending
Machine
Company
Barlow '69, J. Nicholas Hayes '69, William D. Elliot '69, Greg Firestone
evenings from 7:00 to 9:00.
owns and operates all the 'ma'72,
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3
Swimming pool Tuesday and
Published twice-weekly during the academic year except vacations by
chines except those containing
Wharton
Graduate
Business
students of Trinity College, published at West Hartford News, Isham Road,
Thursday evenings from 7:00 to
drinks. The Company has conWest Hartford, Conn.
School-Senate Room
9:00.
tracts with the individual candy
Student, subscription included in activities fee; others $8.50 per year.
Emory
University,
MAT
companies which is what dictates
Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act of March
Program-Elton Lounge
3, 1879.
(Note: The above times are
the selection of items in those
Offices .located in the basement of Mather Hall, Trinity College.
Career Conference-"Role
of
limited to afternoons and
machines.
Hartford, Connecticut 06106.
Dental Health in the Total Health
evenings when home athletic
The soda machines are conTelephones: 246-1829 or 527-3153, ext. 252
of the IndividuaT-Wean Lounge
contests do not conflict)
tracted through Seven-Up and thus
8:15
do not distribute Coke or Pepsi.

Vending Machines Await
Arrival of 'Protection9
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REVISED CURRICULUM RECOMMEND A TIONS
Basic Requirements

Special Recommendations

Proposing the establishment of
"core sequences" the Curricular
Freshman Seminars
Revision Committee has asked for
the abolition of the present "basic
requirements" system. Citing the
Responding to the observation
faculty's "responsibility to offer that students "can turn dull very
the student a conception of what fast," perhaps an underriding
non-specialized. . .education is," theme of the entire report, the curthe Committee also rejected the riculum committee recommends
idea of putting all non-major stu- the institution of Freshman Semidies on an elective basis.
nars, open as an elective to all
For the core sequences, also members of an entering class.
known as distribution requireIf a student is to be "made to
ments, courses will be classified see what it is to think," the reas falling into the areas of natural port reasons, "he must be engaged
Science, Social Science, and Hu- in material HE thinks is of immanities. Students, the Commit- portance and interest to him."The
tee recommends, should be material for the seminars is to be
required to taks three one- determined by the eight or ten
semester courses in. two of these members of it, in consultation with
three areas. In the third area, the instructor.
that of the student's major, thare
of importance in teaching
will be no distribution require- a Also
student
to "think," the commitments.
tee emphasizes, is that the student
The distribution courses, the be made to express himself in
Committee's report points out, writing "or in some other medium
should be "more specialized in more appropriate to the given conterms of content than is now the tent. In this way we (the faculty)
case." These courses should be can insist that a student express
selected by the student in con- his thought with clarity, coherence,
sultation with his advisor and ar- and precision."
ranged so that "they have something to do with each other."
"Time and effort will be reOpen Semester
quired to establish a number of
sequenced courses, with options
for moving in any of several diLabeled "Recommendation 11"
rections after the initial course
or two is taken," the Committee in the Curriculum Committee's report, an Open Semester is proposed
explains.
The device of course sequences, for all students duringtheir sophoas outlined in the report, is an more or junior year. As outlined
attempt to realize whatever value by the committee, a student would
there is in presenting different ma- receive four course credits lor
terial in a coaiecied fashion with- carrying on an independent project
out the forced collaboration neces- or period of study for one
sary in an actual "core course." semester. This could be done any"The conception of sequence," where in the world.
The student would be required to
the report continues, "hopes to
exploit and utilize existing inter- gain the advice and approval of a
est by the faculty to make begin- faculty advisor, chosen by the stuning courses mutually supportive, dent with the consent of a special
and to encourage such interest committee. The open sem ester will.
be graded on a pass-fail basis.
where it is now only latent."
Independent study programs may
Prefacing its " core sequence"
recommtmdition, the Committee involve class work and/or indepenpresented its two major objec- dent research here at Trinity or at
tions to the present basic require- some other college or university,
ments system. It is impossible to here in the United States or abroad.
justify specified requirements on The actual work may involve a
the basis of "intrinsic merit," the variety of projects, including oral
report says, because "one must or written reports of selected
assume. . .that ^all courses have reading, library and laboratory research, field observation, creative
writing, and so forth.
(Continued on page 6)

fmpiimenfation

Interdisciplinary

"The internships may involve
work assignments in government
agencies, federal, state, or local,
or employment with private business firms, a research laboratory,
hospitals, or other fields.
Experimental Courses

The Trinity Seminar Program, a
student-run series of courses for
interested high school students,
should carry with it one course
credit, according to the committee's recommendation.
The report explains that, in the
Seminar program, students are given "an opportunity to conceive,
construct, and conduct their own
academic course, a reversal of
their usual classroom role." The
program, the report continues,
"has demonstrated that the opportunity to teach such a course has
provided very valuable educational
experiences."
Under the student-teaching program, students would be able to
offer courses to other students,
for up to one course credit. The
students taking the course would
be evaluated on a pass-fail basis
by an outside examiner.
The student-teacher, in both the
seminar and student-teachingprograms, would be required to secure the approval of a faculty
advisor who would evaluate his
work and grade him on a passfail basis.
The committee recommends that
the student-teaching program be
set up on an experimental basis
for a two year period,
independent Study

The report asks that the already
approved indpendent study for jun(Continued on page 6)

The new curriculum, if accepted,
will
be retroactive to all classes
Programs
as of September 1969. Students
The Curriculum Report contains will be allowed to use courses they
recommendations for three new have already taken to meet the
interdepartmental
programs: distribution requirements. Those
American Studies, Non-Western who have already completed their
Studies, and Urban and Environ- basic requirements will not be
mental Studies, and asks for the asked to comply with the Distriestablishment of a Sociology De- bution pattern. The Distribution
partment.
will not apply to present honors
Both the American and Non- scholars.
Western programs can be developed, according to the committee, by
What They Didnt Do
co-ordinating existing resources
The Curriculum Revision Comof the College. For American
Studies there are thirty possible mittee did not abolish the athletic
courses in six different depart- requirement as many students had
ments already in the catalogue. expected it would. It did however
Under the area of Non-Western cut the required amount of time
Studies, the Committee finds that in half, to four physical education
the "College already offers an quarters. It also relieved the
array of courses pertaining to athletic department of its right to
non-Western areas that exceeds suspend students from College for
the number of courses offered by overcutting. Overcuts, if the Comseveral colleges that have estab- mittee's recommendations are aplished undergraduate programs in proved, will be handled by the
non-Western studies." The report Faculty Committee on Academic
also cites the Library's Moore Standing and Discipline,
Collection, containing over 8,000
The Committee did not establish •
volumes dealing with the Far East, an honors program. The report
the Soviet Union, Africa, and the cited the possibility that such a
Middle East. The Committee's program would create an academic
count of courses that might be of- " elite" at the College and consume
fered under the program is 18. an inordinate amount of faculty
"After careful investigation and time.
The Committee did not abolish
deliberation, we have concluded
that it is essential that the College all grades. It did however put a
establish a Department of So- significant percentage of courses
ciology." The committee maintains on a pass-fail basis. Grades, the
that sociology would provide "a new report explained, were necessary
major and course electives in a.n if only to meet the demands of
important and respected academic graduate schools and employers.
All non-major
requirements
discipline."
In line with the College's recent were not abolished. The present
efforts at community involvement, basic requirements however were
the committee also holds that "a replaced by "core sequences"
professional with academic ex- which offer the student more
pertise in sociology," should play freedom in choosing courses and
involve considerably less time
than the basic requirements.
(Continued on page 6)

Proposed Calendar
(Days shown on the calendar are class days
only. Exams will be held January 9-16 and
May 19 and 20 and 22-29. Open Periods
and Review Days are not shown.)

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER
5
12

6
13

7
14

1
8
15

2
9
16

26

27

28

29

30

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17.
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19

6
13
20

BMsmm

7
14
21

1
8
15
22

2
9
16

3
10
17

4
11
18

25

15
22
29

30

3
10
17
24
31

26

27

28

29

1
8
15
22

2
9
16

4 , 5
12
19
18
25 26

1

20
27

21
28

4
11
18

5
12
19

6
13

7
14

2
3
10

19
26

3
10
17

MAY

APRIL

MARCH
2
9
16

FEBRUARY

JANUARY

DECEMBER

22
29

23
30

4
11

5
12

'Core Sequences' Replace Basic Requirements.
Required "survey courses," the
Committee holds, tend to draw too
low a student response to justify
the time and effort put into them
by the faculty.
The Curricular Committee rejected the concept of having no
requirements, distribution or
otherwise, outside the major
claiming that in schools which have
this type of program "one suspects
that there has been a failure to
come to any agreement on what the
non-major course of study should

(Continued from page 5)
intrinsic merit."
"The Committee also questioned
the breadth-of-exposure concept
usually used to justify "basic requirements:
"The usual aim of a non-major
program is to insure each student's acquiring some 'breadth'
of exposure. It is notoriously difficult to say what breadth means,
when this does not in the end turn
out to be simply one beginning
course from each department."

Interdisciplinary Programs...
(Continued
a significant role in the College's
work on the urban problems of
Hartford.
In accordance with the committee's recommendations a studentfaculty committee has already begun the search for a full time
sociologist to join the faculty by
the beginning of next year.
Asserting that the College has
"an opportunity to bridge the gap
between campus and community"
the curriculum committee has recommended an interdisciplinary
program of urban and environmental studies.. The goal of such
a program, accordingtothe report,
is to "enable the student to see that
social and particularly urban problems can be handled in a thoughtful and disciplined manner."
The report further asserts that
the program could turn the community into "the equivalent of what
the research laboratory is to the
natural sciences." In-the-field
work on social action projects, the
report continues, could serve as
clinical experiences which will
"mutually reinforce the student's
course work."
The Curriculum Report asks that
a student-faculty committee be appointed to establish a major program in Urban and Environmental
Studies. This committee is to include the members of the proposed
Sociology Department and existing
departments withaspecialconcern
for ihe problems of urban development.

Prestige Auto

Mat

695 Broad St.
247-0693

from page 5)
"Upon determining the requirements for such a major, the qualifications for admission into the
program, the nature of written and
seminar work, the desirability of
General Examinations, and the relationship of field work to theoretical constructs, the committee
should submit a report to the
Faculty Curriculum Committee for
approval."
It will be this special committee's job to coordinate existing
elements of the curriculum which
could be applied to urban problems.
In addition, the report recommends
that the committee not limit its
thinking to present facilities at the
College. "Rather, every effort
should be made to use community
resources in devising the program of studies."
In its final recommendation on
interdisciplinary, programs, the
Committee says that "the curriculum should be responsive to
the legitimate needs of those students who desire such an interdisciplinary rrtajor other than the
one already offered in the Catalogue. ..and those proposed in this
report."
To do this, as outlined in the.
report, a student must present a
program for evaluation to faculty
members from at least two of
the departments which will be involved in his major. Together with
a faculty sponsor the student must
then gain the approval of the
Faculty Curriculum Committee.

WKi

i^S^T
5 V |

995
1895
750
395
325
395
150

Nation Wide Financing Available
PARKING

(Continued from page 5)
ior and senior majors be extented
to sophomore students.
Independent study, the report
claims, offers the student an opportunity to explore his own potential and develop an ability to
learn on his own, one of the goals
of a liberal education,
"Any student may, after the
freshman year and upon receiving1
approval of a faculty member anc
the faculty member's department
chairman, undertake an independent study program.

SAVI

SAVE

SAVE

TRINITY GAS &O1L
LOWEST PRICES - FINEST PRODUCTS
CORNER BROAD & VERNON STS.

SAVE

5AVI

SAVE

Francis Albert Sinatra
Does His Thing"
No kidding. That's what
Frank has titled his newest
Budweiser TV special.
(Would an Old Scout tell
you a falsehood?)
And Sinatra's thing, as always,
is. excitement. See him. Hear
him. Tune in . . .
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25
CBS-TV 9-10 p.m. EST

Director of Security
Alfred
Gatafolo revealed that Hartford
police have begun towing vehicles
parked along Summit Street.
Prime areas, he continued, were
Summit Street at Ogilby Hall, and
the portion between the school
and College Terrace. Police have
threatened, Garafolo added, to
tow "all vehicles south of Elton"
beginning tomorrow.

Recommendations

-

Ford Convertible
Sunbeam Tiger
Chevy Impala
Corvair Monza St.
Chevy Impala H.T
Volvo P-544
Chevy 2-door

65
66
63
63
62
61
61

be."
They concede that such a system
in which ali courses outside the
major are taken on an elective
basis, may be the least harmful
for a student to follow. "It is also
possible that he will make serious
mistakes," the report points out.
"It may be that any system better
than the least harmful is not really
possible. But if this is the case,"
the committee concludes, "it
should be a conclusion reached only
after trying as hard as one can
to devise a better one."
The recommended "core sequences" corny as striking a
balance between specific course
requirements and no requirements
at all. The sequence also attempts
to find a middle path between "core
courses," in which faculty are
forced to collaborate on such mammoth topics as "Western Civilization" or "Science," and the nearly
total lack of structure and interrelation in the College's present
curriculum.
The change to sequenced
courses, the Committee recognizes, will take time, perhaps
several years. It recommends a
student faculty Committee on Distribution Requirements to encourage and co-ordinate the

necessary changes and innovations
in course offerings for the new
program.
In the end, the Committee does
not feel it is placing an "illegitimate" burden on students by
requiring a "minimal number of
courses in a distribution pattern,"
"Such a requirement is not burdensome and it does insure that
each student has some exposure
to those areas that he might, if
left on his own, avoid altogether.
Such exposure can frequently be an
unexpected boon to students who
have yet to discover their major
interest, and can serve as a very
moderate corrective to the narrowness of ambition that would
keep a student solely in one or
two departments for his whole
college career."

1

The Only Dog on the Lot

j
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FINANCIAL AID
Application materials for financial
aid next semester are now
available in the office of the
Director of Pi'naricial Aid. The
deadline
for
return
of
applications, •which include the
Parents' Confidential Statement,
is December IS.

THE OLD
CAFE

(but check your local listing just to be sure.)

ISM
2

i

DIAHANN CARROLL
and THE FIFTH DIMENSION will also be
on hand to do their
things, which happen to
be some very nice forms of
communication.
Meanwhile, back at the
brewery, we'll be doing our
thing . . . with the King of
Beers®. (But you know that.)

ROCK, FOLK, JAZZ GROUPS! Enter the '69 Intercollegiate
Music Festival, co-sponsored by the brewers of Budweiser.
Write: I.M.F., BOX 1275, Leesburg, Florida 32748.

Budweiser
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, I N C . . ST. LOUIS . NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS
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Possible Trustee Violation o
Law
In a letter to President Theodore Lockwood last week, Howard
A. Gilbert '70 raised the possibility that the action of the Trustees last Spring placing 168
students on disciplinary probation
may have been "illegal." At an
informal senate meeting Sunday
night Gilbert stated that, in his
opinion, the Trustee's action may
have violated the statutes of the
College and of the State of Connecticut. In the letter read at the
Senate meeting Gilbert raised
three questions concerning the le-

gality of the Trustees' actions. He
referred to Title XI Section 4 of
the Statutes of the College which
states "Misconduct and deficiencies in scholarship shall subject
the offenders to discipline as shall
be determined by the faculty."
Gilbert asked whether in view
of this provision the Trustees could
exercise their disciplinary power
without passing an amendment
to the College Statutes. He noted
that such an amendment would require the affirmative vote of at
least thirteen members of the

Now that
you're one of
The Phonables,
here's the
cheapest way
to get hold
of your
far-out friends.
Call 'em after midnight. Midnight is the happy time
when long distance rates really drop out of sight
(You can even reach that far-out, far-away friend in
California for just 75 cents!)* Of course, if you don't
want to stay up that late, call anytime after 7 p.m. you're still in bargainsville. (The most you pay for a
call to any place in the country is a buck.)" And you
get that same break every Saturday and Sunday, all
day long. The chart gives you the lowdown on low
rates. Wouldn't some far-out Phonable like to hear
from you tonight?
MON.

7 a.m.
5 p.m.

WED.

TUES.

THURS.

FRI.

|

SAT.

HUB! nns BIBI

5 p.m.
7 p.m.

1 •

7 p.m.
7 a.m.

T

Board of Trustees and that each
member of the board be given at
least twenty days notice of such
an amendment. He commented that
it was "not very likely" that such
requirements were fulfulled last
Spring.
In his letter Gilbert also cited
the section of the College Statutes
which enumerates the punishments
the College may impose upon students. These include "admonition,
suspension, dismissal, and expulsion, together with fines and extra work," Gilbert noted that in
placing 168 students on disciplinary probation "the Trustees created a new punishment." He asked
whether the College Statutes had
to be amended in order for the
Trustees to take such action, and
whether the Statutes had been
amended.
The third question raised in the
letter concerns the responsibility
of the faculty for keeping a record
of the general conduct of the students. Under Title XI Section 1 of
the statutes the Faculty is given
the responsibility of keeping "a
record of the progress In study,
punctuality, and general conduct of
the students." Gilbert questioned
whether the Trustees could exercise this power without an amendment to the Statutes, and whether
such an amendment had been
passed.
After the letter had been read
Jeffry C. Green '70 stated that
last year a trustee, Mr. Charles
Kingston, had admitted to him that
no amendment had been passed by
the Trustees to institute a new punishment. Dean of Students Roy

Engley Cites
Heath agreed, saying "of course
they violated a statute."
After the meeting Gilbert commented that if the Trustees had
not provided 20 days notice before
amending or suspending a statute
it is possible that "they will have
violated Connecticut law and there
is a chance that we can get a
redress of grievances." He referred to the possibility that the
"disciplinary probation" which was
placed on the records of 168 might
be removed.
Heath stated that this matter had
been discussed during the summer
and that he did not "know why
you troubled to bring it up now."
"In section XIII" Heath continued,
"the Trustees agreed to act in
accordance with the Statutes from
now on." Robert A. Rethy '69 replied that in his view "someone
committed a crime and now the
question is what the hell you are
going to do about it." Rethy added
that he did not believe that the
crime should "stay there" even
though there were assurances that
the crime would not be repeated.
According to Gilbert it is possible that only a Trustee could
"bring suit to overturn the proceedings of a meeting for which
he did not have notice." He emphasized the need for a student
member of the Board of Trustees
who could uphold the rights of students in this and similar matters.
Gilbert said that he had been told
by Lockwood that his questions had
been referred to the College counsel, but that he would not receive
an answer for several weeks because the official was taking a
vacation at this time.

SDS SPONSORS ROADIE
H. Rap Brown, Herbert Marcuse, Carl Oglesby,
Pete Seeger, Wilfred Burchett, (correspondant from
North
Vietnam),
Bernadine
Dohrn,
(SDS
interorganuational secretary}, and others will
speak at the GUARDIAN'S twentieth anniversary
celebration in New York City, Thursday, Dec. 5.
SDS will sponsor a bus,
reservations for the celebration.

including

Contact Steve Keeney, Box 570, or call 249-0727.

Huntingf©n s s
Book
Store

SUN.

Atacfcyolt, ffioavt.
115 upturn (ten!
ONE »V AMKRICVK PINK STORK*

Midnight
7 a.m.

I

$6.50

1

110 Asylum Street
Hartford
and
West Hartford Center

Mr. Donald B. Engley, head librarian, revealed in an interview
a recent major gift to the Trinity
College Library. Mr. Engley also
discussed with the Tripod matters
of library finance, book and periodical purchasing, and the
response of a library to changes in
curriculum.
The major gift is intended to
strengthen the library's collection
of books on art. It is a $15,000
bequest from the Kress Foundation for purchase of books on the
history of art. In addition, the
library has received a $5000 gift
from the federal government for
unrestricted purchase of books.
Mr. Engley announced that the
total library budget lor the year,
not including these gifts, is
$277,000, which is $30,000 more
than last year. The allocation of
some of this money breaks down
as follows: new books, $50,000;
periodicals, $25,000; binding,
$8,800; payment to fifty student
assistants, $20,000.
With regard to periodicals,
it was mentioned that there was
discontent among some students
over the "limited number" of periodicals subscribed to by the library. Mr. Engley replied that
there is an orange suggestion box
on the reference desk near the
main lobby. Any periodical suggested will be considered by the
staff for possible purchase. The
librarian cited two recent suggestions, for the London Sunday
TIMES and HI FI NEWS, whose
subscription rates are being investigated in anticipation of their
purchase by the library. According
to Mr. Engley, the library currently subscribes to 1600 periodicals. Their cost ranges from a high
of $600/year (for CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS) to a low of $5.- The
periodical account was recently
raised from $20,000 to $25,000
and the library had hoped that many
additional periodicals could be
purchased with the extra $5000.
However, this Fall the average
costs of subscriptions has gone up
about 20%; one newspaper for example, which had cost $36/year
now costs $48/year. As a result
of these increased costs, the entire
additional $5000 is in danger of
being eaten up in periodical subscription increases. Consequently,
the library will not be able to place
any new subscriptions until January 1, when all subscription renewals will have been made.
Each year, Mr. Engley reports,
about 10,000 books are addedtothe
library. The library's current book
budget of $50,000/year purchases
8000 of these books. The remaining
2000 are obtained through gifts.
Three quarters of these new books
are purchased on the recommendation of the several teaching
departments, who annually are
permitted to utilize two thirds of
the book budget. Allocations to the
various departments range from a
high of $4000 for the history department to a low of $100 for the
physical education department.
At the present time, there are a
half million volumes in the Trinity
library which, Mr. Engley says,
makes it "one of the larger college
libraries in the country." One third
of these books are in the Watkinson Library, which is noted internationally for its research collection in the humanities and for its
rare books.

* Three minute station call within the continental U. S.,
plus federal tax. Excludes Alaska and Hawaii.

COLLEQE

The Southern New England Telephone Company

iJlNNGR and RESTAURANT

BARBER

175 Washington Street

Shop

Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years

12220 Broad St.
1 Block North of Vernon
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. — Every Day.
WittL
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In Playoff Soccer

Second Round Jinx Continues
(Continued from page 1)

Oneonta, when Hartwick called and
said that because of the weather,
the game couldn't be played there.
The Trinity Athletic Department
then had to find the bus and tell
it to come home. A police cruiser
finally relayed the word and the
Trinity team returned to Hartford,
*
*
*
Although ending in disappointment, the soccer season was a
very successful one for Trinity.
The team finished 9-1 in the regular season, their best effort since
1956's unbeaten eleven. Roy Dath
continued his record of never having a losing season as he recorded
17th straight winning one. His r e cord now stands at U2 victories, 30
losses, and 7 ties.
Paced by a strong potent offense
and a strong defense, Trinity rolled
through its first eight games with
eight victories. Then, the offense
seemed to have troubles. The Bantams lost their first game of the
year, falling to Amherst 1-0. Then
they topped Wesleyan by a similar
score to conclude the regular season. The offense sputtered again
Sunday as they were Wanked by
Hartwick.
Injuries played a major factor in
the offense and its inconsistency.
Chico Roumain was never really
healthy during the entire season,
yet he scored seven goals. Injuries
to other key performers including
Abi Haji and Roy McCord
also slowed the Trin attack. On the
whole, however, Alan Gibby, Pete
Wiles, Marty Williams, and Rou main played brilliantly, scoring 25
goals between them. Replacements
Spccer captain Roger Richard, for the attackmen, Dave Beatty and
talented Trinity fullback, played Don Johnson also scored seven
times between them.
his last game on Sunday.
right 'nto the Hartwick goalie.
Harwich's second goal of the
game came midway into the third
quarter. Papadakis, who garnered
four assists this season, dribbled
the ball down the left side of the
field. As he reached the goal, he
•passed back to Rinaldo, the Hartwick captain, who scored.
Trailing 2-0, Trinity attempted
to mo;>xit an attack, but couldn't
get rolling. Then, with about one
minute to go in the period, Hartwick's Frank Chillemi shot from
the right side and put the ball into
the left side ot the Trin goal.
The Bantams, a second-half club
all year, were now really on the

(Sample photo)

spot, but as before, the offense was
Inconsistent. Midway through the
final period, Hartwick sewed up the
game as John Pure ell scored fol-1
lowing a beautiful behind the back
pass from Papadakis.
„ The gun sounded as Trinity was
desperately tring to get on the
Scoreboard.
"We didn't control the middle of
the field," was Coach Roy Dath's
major comment on the Trinity defeat. "We didn't take the wind into
account in the first period and it
hurt us."
Hartwick goes onto play the University of Maryland. The T e r rapins
upset
defending
cochampion St. Louis 3-1 on Friday.
The Hartwick coach said that his
club played their best game of the
year. Dath likened Hartwick to the
University of Rhode Island, a team
Trinity beat earlier in the season. He also thought that they were
better than L.I.U,, the team that
eliminated Trinity from the NCAAs
in the second round last season.
"They could go all the way," Dath
commented.
The contest wasn't even slated
to be played in Hartford. The Trinity team had already left by bus for

The Bantam defense, a trademark of all Dath teams, was again
superb. Halfbacks Haji, McCord,
and Blixt, fullbacks Roger Richard,
Tom Kauffman, Manny Martins,
and Mike Beautyman, and goalies
Loeb and Tom limited their opponents to 19 goals in 11 games,
for an average of 1.7 scores per
game. Loeb sparked shutouts of
UHar and Wesleyan with great
saves. Junior Tom Lom filled in
capably when Loeb was injured for
five games.
Coach Dath, in talking about the
team and its season, stated, "It
was a good overall effort - - all
the boys came through."
Looking to the future, Dath faces
a situation similar to the one
football coach Don Miller has. He
has to find new defensive players,
while his offense will remain intact. The only players who scored
goals for Trinity this year that
won't be back next year are Johnson and Beatty. Gibby, Wiles, Williams, anci Roumain have had a year
to work together and to learn each
other's moves. By next season they
should be molded into a cohesive,
high-scoring unit.
The halfbacks will also be back
next year. Haji, McCord, and Bli-'

Trin's Abi Haji dribbles bait around Hartwick defender. Haji, who
missed several games due to a leg injury, played the second half on
.-Sunday.

are all juniors and this past year
of experience has aided them.
Only when we turn to the fullbacks, does the lack of experience
show up. Only Tom Kauffman will
be back from the starting contingent: Captain Roger Richard, Manny Martins, and Mike Beautyman
are all seniors. Dath will look to
this year's bench as well as the
frosh to find replacements. Probable contenders right now look to
be juniors Robie Robson and Pete
Wilkins, and sophomore Dan Seltzer.
Loeb will also be a hard man to
replace in the goal. Tom Lom appears to be the prime contender
for that spot. Lom filled in r e markably well while Loeb was hurt.
Freshman goalie John Sim one will
also be given consideration at tha*'
post.
The freshman squad this year
had a 2-4-1 season. Halfback Steve
Hill, captain Bayard Fiechter,
Peter Robinson, and George Coyle
will be prime contenders to break
into the starting lineup.
Looking toward the future, Dath
stated, "We've got some tough
spots to fill." The loss of the
three- fullbacks should prove the
major problem Dath must cope
with. The experienced attackmen,
however, should outweigh any defensive lapses and insure Roy Dath
of his 18th straight winning team.

Hartwick goalie Ken Castledine bats away Peter Wiles (6) shot on goal.
Castledine helped blank Trinity 4-0.
. .%
K

(Devlne photo)

Bernardonl9 Kiarsis, Martin Set
Marks in 1968 Football Season
The Trinity football team finished its 1968 season with a 6-2
record to rank fourth among New
England small colleges. Credit is
due to three individuals who
consistently . played outstanding
football as is indicated by the
final statistics.
Receiver Ron Martin, halfback
Dave Kiarsis, and quarterback Jay
Bernardoni ranked high in the individual N.E. standings, while
Martin and Bernardoni also set
new Trinity records in their r e spective departments.
In passing, Bernardoni led New
England in percentage of completions (61.7%), and ranked second in
number of completions (129), behind Jim Murphy of Bates, third
in overall yardage (1382) and third
in number of T.D, passes thrown
(11). Bernardoni also set, a new
N.C.A.A. record in the Amherst
game for consecutive pass comple-

tions with 17.
In scoring, Kiarsis ranked sixth
with 60 points while Martin, with
.48 points, ranked eighth. The leading scorer in N.E. was Springfield's Ted Alflen (110 points).
Kiarsis finished fourth in the
league with 818 total yards rush-

individual facts:
RUSHING LEADERS:

Klarsfs—125 carries for 818
average of 6.5.
T u l l y ~ 4 9 carries for 362
average of 7.4
Graves—38 carries 181
average of 4.8.
Jones—15 carries for 118
average of 7.9
Harvey—30 carries for 106
average of 3.5.
Mazzuto—21 carries for 81
averaqe of 3.9.

However, the battle is
not yet over. The overall
victot wil! be decided at
the start of the new year
as both
mo rt have
consented to prv J ict the
winners of the major
cotlegiate post season
bowl games and perhaps
a few professional tilts,

yards;
yards;
yards;
yards;
yards;
yards;

PASSING LEADERS:
Bernardoni—129 completions In
209 attempts (61.7%) for 1382
yards; < 11 touchdowns and 6
interceptions.
Matava—12 completions in 23
attempts (52.2%) for 95 yards;
No
touchdowns
and
1
interceDtion.

Mr. Khoury Nets
Poll Bowl Lead
Last week Mr. Philip
Khoury edged ahead of
Mr. Brian Titus in their
battle for college football
prediction
supremacy.
Mr. Khoury overtook Mr.
T i tus
by
correctly
forecasting the outcome
of nine of ten contests,
white.Mr. Titus was eight
for ten. The present
standings:
Mr.
Khoury- 58-for-8U, .725;
Mr. Titus-57-for-30, .715.

in touchdown passes with 8, behind
Wesleyan's Stu Blackburn who
caught 10. Martin, however, set
a new N.E. small colleges record
for career receptions hauling in a
total of 120 passes in three years.
Bernardoni and Martin together
broke 7 old Trinity records for
performance in one season. "The
Bird" set a record for pass attempts (209), completions (129),
and T.D. passes (5).

Halfback Dave Kiarsis, Trinity's
leading ground gainer, led New
England in average yards per
rushing attempt with 6% yards per
carry.
y

(Sample Photo)

ing. Trinity fans will remember
Amherst's elusive halfback Bill
Foye-- he led N.E. with 977yards.
However, Kiarsis had a 6.5% yards
- per carry average which was the
highest in New England this year.
In pass receiving, Martin finished third in receptions (42), third
in total yardage (523) and second

Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop
Service often imitated
but never equaled.
Hairstylists - Men
Hair Straightening
Razor Cuts

tel.-249-5611

RECEIVING LEADERS:
Martin—42 catches for 523 yards
and 8 touchdowns.
Kiarsis—24 catches for 265 yards
and 2 touchdowns.
Johnson—22 catches for 223
yards and 2 touchdowns.
James—19 catches for 181 yards
and 1 touchdown.
Formica—12 catches for 160
yards and 0 touchdowns.

SCORING LEADERS:
Kiarsis—10 touchdowns, 0 extra
points-for 60 points.
Martin—8 touchdowns, 0 extra
points for 48 points.
Parrack—0 touchdowns, 19 extra
points, 1 field goal for 22 points.

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
''.''"// before you leave
the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon. -Thur. 11 a.m.- 12p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sun.-12 a.m.- I I p.m.

